
935 SPH Screwdriver for Phillips screws, PH 4 x 200 mm

Wooden Handle Series

  

EAN: 4013288110497 Size: 340x35x35 mm

Part number: 05018355001 Weight: 296 g

Article number: 935 SPH Country of origin: CZ

Customs tariff
number:

82054000

Traditional screwdriver with sturdy handle made out of beech wood

Cylindrical handle out of hard wood ensures a long product service life

Higher torque can be transferred by fitting an open-end or ring spanner over the hexagonal bolster

Hexagonal blade extending through the handle for more safety when struck with a hammer

Double leather cap reduces the danger of the handle splintering

High quality screwdriver made out of hard beech wood that ensures a long product service life, even when the tool is subject to high strain. The

double leather cap combined with the blade that extends right through the handle provide additional safety and reduce the danger of the handle

splintering when struck with a hammer. Higher torque can be transferred by fitting an open-end or ring spanner over the hexagonal bolster. The Wera

Black Point tip and a complex hardening process ensure a long service life of the tip, enhanced corrosion protection and an exact fit.
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935 SPH Screwdriver for Phillips screws, PH 4 x 200 mm

Wooden Handle Series

Integrated hex bolster Double leather cap Pound-thru blade

The traditional screwdriver with

very specific product benefits.

Higher torque can be transferred

by fitting an open-jaw or ring

spanner over the hex bolster that

is welded to the blade.

A double leather cap combined

with the blade that extends right

through the handle provide

additional safety and reduce the

danger of a splintering of the

handle when struck with a

hammer.

With pound-thru blade out of high

quality bit material. As a result,

loss-free transfer of power, even in

the case of hammer blows. The

material prevents any splintering

or breakage of the blade.

Wera Black Point tip

The Wera Black Point tip and a

refined hardening process ensure

long service life of the tip,

improved corrosion protection and

an exact fit.

Further versions in this product family:

mm mm mm inch

05018350001 PH 1 8 90 102 3 1/2

05018352001 PH 2 10 100 111 4

05018354001 PH 3 13 175 126 7

05018355001 PH 4 16 200 140 8
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